
Can we understand some of the 
strange metallic behaviors seen in 

highly correlated electronic systems 
in terms of electron hydrodynamics?

Unexpected metal in the 2DEG at large rs

Bad metallic behavior in cuprates and other highly 
correlated electronic materials

Maybe 

Probably not 

I will discuss equilibrium and linear response properties of
states of matter in the thermodynamic limit.
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What is going on in the cleanest 2DEGs with large rs?

This is a problem that is sufficiently old that few now 
know about it ---

old enough to be new again.

B. Spivak and SAK, Annals of Phys. 321, 2071 (2006)

Spivak, S. V. Kravchenko, S. A. Kivelson, and X.P.A. Gao, RMP 82, 1743 (2010)
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Hydrodynamics

• Slow dynamics associated with conserved 
quantities.

• Energy, momentum, and particle number are 
conserved. 

In addition to “equation of state” –
kinetic coefficients:  

Shear viscosity            – h
“Second viscosity”     – z

Thermal conductivity - k



Hydrodynamics

• Slow dynamics associated with conserved 
quantities.

• Energy, momentum, and particle number are 
conserved. 

In a Gallilaen invariant system, the 
hydrodynamic description is universally
applicable at long enough distance scales.



Hydrodynamics

• Slow dynamics associated with conserved 
quantities.

• Energy, momentum, and particle number are 
conserved.

• For the electron fluid in solids, only particle 
number is conserved – no (useful) 
hydrodynamics!
– Momentum and energy exchanged with phonons

– Momentum exchange through Umklapp

– Momentum exchange through impurity scattering



When can hydrodynamics apply to 
intermediate scale physics?

• Consider 2DEG in ultra-high mobility MOSFETs 
and heterostructures:

• At low enough T,  electron-phonon coupling 
quenched:  (1/t)el-ph << (1/t)el-el

• If mobility high enough- (1/t)imp << (1/t)el-el

Hydrodynamic regime:



Hydrodynamic regime:

Even in this regime, hydrodynamics only applies 
at intermediate distances -

When can hydrodynamics apply to 
intermediate scale physics?

(I will be thinking about macroscopic systems, where the 
ultimate long-distance behavior is always Ohmic.)



Intermediate Scale Hydrodynamics

E.G.  Consider a FL in with large-scale obstructions:



Intermediate Scale Hydrodynamics

There are all sorts of richer possibilities:

In case of weak, long-range correlated 
(“smooth”) disorder: 

A. V. Andreev, S.A.Kivelson, and B.Spivak, “Hydrodynamic description of transport in 
strongly correlated electron systems,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 06, 256804 (2011).



• 4kF << G - Umklapp ineffective

• Phonons freeze out at low T.  (Acoustic 
phonons are 3D and  Goldstone modes.)

• Would like to have the equilibration rate high 
(so strong e-e interactions good).

In clean enough 2DEGs in clean 
semiconductor heterostrcutres, we 

would a priori expect hydrodynamics 
apply to intermediate scale physics?



The strength of correlations:



The strength of correlations:

For large enough rs … Wigner crystal

However, there exist “strongly correlated electron
fluids” with

These must look locally like a WC, but globally are fluids

Reasonable to suppose that local equilibration is rapid. 



Metal-Insulator Transition as a function of  n! 

Kravchenko et al. PRB 1994

Si MOSFET

Low electron density
where interactions
are strong – rs ~ 14 - 19

r = rQ

r in units of rQ 

rQ =h/e2 =25 kW

Similar results in p-GaAs
quantum wells and other systems.



Hanein, Y., U. Meirav, D. Shahar, C. C. Li, D. C. 
Tsui, and H. Shtrikman, PRL (1998)

p-GaAs/GaAlAs

r = rQ



n- SiGe

r = rQ

Lai, K., W. Pan, D. C. Tsui, S. A. Lyon, M. 
Muhlberger, and F. Schäffler, PRB 2005



The existence of a “metal-insulator” transition would,
necessarily, imply the existence of a metallic phase.

Theory was, however, able to address this issue ….

it became “the apparent metal insulator transition.”

Apparent, or not, 
the “unexpected metallic phase”

is highly anomalous.



Metal-Insulator Transition as a function of  n! 

Kravchenko et al.

Si MOSFET

rs ~ 10 - 20

r = rQ

r in units of rQ 

rQ =h/e2 =25 kW

Similar results in p-GaAs
Quantum wells

Let’s simply look at the nature
of the “metallic” state.



Si MOSFET
TF = 7.5K TF=0.75K

TF=7K



Pudalov, 

Brunthaler,

Prinz, and

Bauer

(1997)

Large positive magneto-resistance independent of

field direction (i.e. a spin effect)



Gao, Boebinger, Mills, Ramirez, Pfeiffer, West, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 086402 (2005)

Magnetoresistance in p-GaAs quantum wells



Tsui,Vitkaolov,

Ssarachik, and

Klapwijk

(2005)

The magnetic field parallel to the plane suppresses the 

temperature dependence of the resistance of the metallic

phase.  The slopes differ by a factor 100 !!

Quenching of the
T dependence
when B||=H > T!



Tsui, Vitkalov, Sarachik, Klapwijk

Phys. Rev. B71, 113308 (2005)

G=70 e2/h 

Gao et al, Phys. Rev. B73, 

241315 (2006).

The slope of the resistance dR/dT is dramatically

suppressed by the parallel magnetic field. 

It changes the sign. Overall change of the modulus is more than 

factor 100 in Si MOSFET and a factor 10 in P-GaAs !



For strongly interacting electrons in 2D, there exists a
“quantum” “metallic” “phase.”

This phase is inexplicable in terms of conventional 
(Fermi liquid) quasi-particles.

It can be highly coherent – r << rQ.

Even for T << TF, r is strongly T dependent.

Polarizing the electron spins, largely quenches this behavior.

The anomalies get more pronounced, the lower the disorder –
it reflects a new “emergent” quantum phase in the
limit of vanishing disorder.

Anomalously large drag resistance, totally weird thermopower …



Universal Aspects of Coulomb 

Frustrated Phase Separation

with

Boris Spivak

Reza Jamai

Phases Intermediate Between the Two 
Dimensional Electron Liquid and the 

Wigner Crystal
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T

D=1

Quantum
Critical
(Luttinger
Liquid)
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T

D=2

WC

Hex
atic
?

FL

Ferromagnet?

Spin-liquid?

Intermediate Phases

(or, by KL, very low Tc

superconductor)



Two Theorems Concerning First Order Phase Transitions in 2D

A) In the presence of long range interactions, V(r) ~ r-x

No first order phase transition is possible for 1 ≤ x ≤ 2

Rather, in place of the putative first order transition there

are intermediate microemulsion phase(s) with lower

free energy and two or more continuous transitions 

B) In the presence of pretty long range interactions, V(r) ~ r-x

No first order phase transition is possible for 2 < x ≤ 3

Rather, in place of the putative first order transition there

are intermediate microemulsion phase(s) with lower

free energy and two or more continuous transitions 



Conventional Wisdom

n

f

fFL

fWC

nc

Macroscopic Phase Separation forbidden because
of long-range Coulomb interactions (x ≤ 2)



Proof for 1 < x ≤ 2

n

f fFL
fWC

nc

WC WCFL FL

nc-D nc+D nc-D nc+D

L L L L

df = -m D +so/L
+A D2  L2-x

D=(1/2A) m L-(2-x)

Df = L-1{so - (1/2A)Lx-1}

nc+Dnc+D

As x1,  Lx-1 log[L/d]



If there is a direct transition from a uniform fluid (e.g. a FL)
to a WC, it is expected to be first order.

Because of Coulomb frustrated phase separation, there cannot
be a first order phase transition in 2D.

Therefore, there cannot be a direct transition from a FL to
a WC  ---- There must be intermediate phases!



All sorts of new “microemuslion phases” can be imagined

Conducting Stripe Crystal - Long range WC order +
anisotropic fluidity

Stripe Smectic - Unidirectional density wave order +
anisotropic fluidity

StripeNematic - Anisotropic fluid
Bubble Crystal I - Ordered array of bubbles of fluid 

in a WC matrix
Bubble Crystal II - Ordered array of bubbles of WC 

in a liquid matrix
Bubble Fluid I - Fluid of bubbles of fluid in a WC matrix
Bubble Fluid II - Melted version of bubble crystal II =

non-Fermi liquid?
Mega-stripes - Stripes of stripes and bubbles

Transport theory is very complicated.

Certainly viscosity / resistivity should be an increasing
function of volume fraction of WC.



K dominant   - rs small   - the Fermi liquid

F = (1/2)n { EF - (p2/6) T (T/ EF) + …}

Units   kB = gmB/2  =  1

V dominant   - rs big     - Wigner crystal

F ~  - n [ A V - T ln(2) + …]

Actually, J ~ exp[ - a (rs)
1/2 ]

so valid only for T > J



Pomeranchuk effect  (as in He3)

Fermi liquid   - S= n (p2/12) (T/EF) + …

Wigner crystal - S = n ln(2)      for  T >> J          (J << EF)

2DEG with rs ~ rc freezes upon heating!

Fermi liquid   - M = n (B||/EF)   

Wigner crystal - M = n tanh[B||/T]      for  T >> J
= n for B|| >>T

2DEG with rs ~ rc freezes in a parrallel field!

The fraction of WC in the microemulsion increases with
increasing T and B||

In approximation J=0 increases linearly with T and B||!



Kravchenko et al.

Si MOSFET

rs ~ 10 - 20

Big effect!

Even when r << rQ



Si MOSFET
TF = 7.5K TF=0.75K

TF=7K

Sort of linear in T



Pudalov et al. 

Large positive magneto-resistance independent of

field direction (i.e. a spin effect)

Big effect!

Even when
r ~ rQ

Not orbital

Bonset ~ T 



Tsui et al

The magnetic field parallel to the plane suppresses the 

temperature dependence of the resistance of the metallic

phase.  The slopes differ by a factor 100 !!

No T dependence
when B||=H > T!



One recent development – M. P. Sarachik et al.  (Si MOSFETs)



One recent development – M. P. Sarachik et al.  (Si MOSFETs)


